Book Sheila to speak to your groups, teams, or
top producers
You spend a lifetime building a legacy. Too many people allow their legacy to be
built without thought or purpose. Which means they fail to fully grasp their
leadership potential in the moment.
Learn the tips and tricks of building your legacy through southern charm.
Sheila leads you through the almost traumatic comedy of life on the farm and
how those life lessons will impact your ability to connect with your team.

Southern Tips for Success
Be Proud of Where You Come From
This is where your story begins. It begins with the past. Think of your
stompin’ grounds and what great experiences you had.
Admit Your Mistakes
One of the hardest things to ever do, yet the easiest way to connect with
others, Admitting Your Mistakes.
Communicate
People can get just plain tore up about misunderstandings. Find ways to
convey what you need to and check their understanding before disaster
strikes.
Laugh at Yourself
Laughing burns calories, laughing makes you happy and goodness does
learning to laugh at yourself improve your life. Your connector skills will
be heightened as you develop the stories that make you famous.
Serve Others
Serving others never goes out of style and is always good manners. We
know that servant leadership is important, yet we still seem to struggle
with the behaviors to support that thought.
Live with Purpose and Passion
At the end of the day, what is your legacy? What will people celebrate
when they think of you? Legacies don’t happen on their own. A legacy
encompasses the passions of our lives. Too many people leave legacy to
chance. Don’t be that person.

Sheila Pierson has a
passion for helping
coworkers and friends
succeed. She has a fifteen
year accomplished track
record of coaching for
success, as well as
inspiring others to lead
teams through chaos into
achieving remarkable
results.
From the barn to the
boardroom to the civic
hall, her message is clear
and simple; live toward
your legacy.
Sheila uses her Southern
charm to entertain while
mastering the art of
storytelling to reach
audiences and individuals.

For booking
information call or
e-mail Sheila at:
479-427-6043
shepierson@gmail.com

